Bongo, Congo

ARTAN DAILY

The Mewany Afro Brotherhood
Bongo and Congo Players will perform hi Jonah’. Wail tonight from
9 p.m. to 12 a.m. in the continuing
series of tiMatek Esperienee Week
events. The Players also have an
Afro danee show. A donation of
cents is asked,
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A.S. Council Refuses
Sparta Week Funds

Heavy Vote Turnout
For Run-Off Election
By CRAIG TURNER
Daily Staff Writer
SJS’ seven-month election appeared
heading toward a record voter turnout
yesterday as supporters of both James
Edwards and Jim McMasters
made
frantic last-minute appeals for votes.
Today is the last day of voting. Polls
In front of the old science building
and the old bookstore will be open from
8:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Booths on Seventh Street and near the College Union will open from 8:30 a.m. to 7:30
p.m. A polling place at the dining commons will be open from 4:30 to 7:30 p.m.
The number of students who voted
yesterday neared the 4,000 mark, according to Election Board officials. By
2:45 p.m. about 3,500 had east ballots.
Over 1,000 had voted in the election’s
first two hours.
The record for an SJS election was
set last spring when 6,163 voters threw
McMasters and Dave Aikman into a
runoff that never occurred. With any
kind of a turnout today, that mark
will be eclipsed.
McMasters has claimed throughout
the campaign that a heavy voter turnout would help him and his Aquarius
running mates, Steve Brennan and
Frank Haber. McMasters’ supporters
flooded Seventh Street yesterday with
leaflets.
Also in evidence were supporters of
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Bonfire Ignites
Sparta Week
This year’s re -vamped. re-named
Homecoming celebration, Sparta Week,
will kickoff tomorrow night at 7:30
when the Associated Students and Alpha Phi Omega, men’s service fraternity, sponsor a bonfire.
The blaze will be set at the east
parking lot of the Santa Clara County
Fairgrounds.
During the bonfire, the Sparta Week
queen and her court will be crowned.
Voting continues today and ten coeds
are competing for queen. Contestants
are Cathy Schneider, Lana Ann Auman,
Mary Jo Fischer, Connie Colladay, Connie Crettol, Stephani Reynolds, Nancy
Brabazon, Kathy Knudson, Susan Hawkins, and Lissette Howell. Students
should vote for three.
Topping off the week-end will be the
SJS-University of the Pacific football
game at 1:30 Saturday in Spartan Stadium.

Edwards and his running mates, John
Merz and Tim Fitzgerald.
Despite McMasters’ claims, observers were still rating the election a toss
up. In last week’s special election,
the Aquarius slate polled 1,816 votes.
just 54 more than Edwards. Of the
three slates defeated in that election,
Bill Langan’s and Noreen Futter’s both
threw their support to Edwards. Paul
Cammer dirt not make an endorsement.

’Brainstorm’
Gains Action
By BROOKE BROOKS
Daily Staff Writer
What if they gave an environmental
conference and nothing happened?
That could have been the case if student participants invited by Gov. Ronald Reagan had not done their homework between sessions at the Ambassador Hotel in Los Angeles this week.
The Governor’s Conference on the
Changing Environment started out just
this way at the Monday session in
which two professors from SJS, Dr.
J. Y. Wang of the meteorology department and Dr. Thomas Harvey of the
biology department, and four students,
Rich Ross, Art Rangno, Jerry Smith
and Eberhard Thiele, were invited to
attend.
Students participating in various divisions of the conference, People and
Urban Society, People and Air. People
and Land. and People and Water, decided that Monday’s session was a lot
of dialogue but nothing concrete had
come from it. So, on Monday evening,
they initiated a brainstorming session,
in which 40 student representatives, 30
businessmen, and interested parties
attempted to get the ball rolling.
At this session they discussed the
progress to date, what was wrong with
what had just taken place, what positive things had happened, as well as
how to improve Tuesday’s session and
increase the impact of the total conference.
The students then broke into groups
and developed concrete proposals to
introduce at Tuesday’s session.
A population policy was introduced,
in which conferences endorsed all
methods of voluntary birth control including voluntary legalized abortion.
Other policies introduced were their
air policy, land policy, water policy,
urban policy, and an expressed desire
for the Supersonic transport project
to be dropped immediately.
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CAMPUS BEAUTIESOne of the ten girls pictured here will be the first
Sparta -Week Queen. The finalists, pictured from left to right, are: Front
row: Mary Jo Fisher, Lana Auman, Lissette Howell, Kathy Knudson and
Connie Coliaday. Back row: Connie Crettol, Nancy Brabazon, Cathy
Schnider, Stephanie Reynolds and Susan Hawkins.

By ItA4
Daily Political %%Ater
Student Council, bent on polarizing
"conservative" and "liberal" factions,
broke out into a mass of hysteria
before Acting Vice President Pam Hubbard adjourned the meeting until 4
p.m. today.
Twice during the council meeting.
the "liberal" element called for brief
recesses to go into caucus. Finally, fed
up with what they considered wasted
time, the "conservatives" began to do
their part in upsetting business.
It was at this point that Hubbard
adjourned the meeting. "We adjourned
the meeting because we weren’t accomplishing anything," she said simply.
A council member, obviously upset
over the inability of the council
as a group to get together, commented
after the adjournment that, "This
council is going to have to shape up,
act like adults, quit all the yelling and
screaming and walking out during the
meetings, or resolve itself to its own
destruction."
ALLOCATION
In the first hour of the two-hour
meeting, a number of matters were
taken care of.
Council passed a $700 allocation to

Berkeley Councilman Dellums Raps
Basic Problems of Have, Have-Nots
By MARK IAME
Daily Staff Writer
Black City Councilman Ron Dellums
charged Monday night that "America’s
basic problem is not white racism, but
rather it is hypocrisy, exploitation, and
contradiction
the gap between what
it started out to be, and what is fact
in 1969."
The Berkeley city official, who calls
politics an "ego trip" for most people,
said that the fight for "humanity of
Black people" lies not with a Black
solution, but alleviating the gap between the have and have-nots.
He said, "The issue in this country
is not the honky against the nigger, but
the fact that 5 per cent of the people
controls the other 95 per cent and
makes all of the decisions."
FOUR STEPS
Speaking as part of the Black Experience Week series, Dellums proposed
four steps to move "people toward the
goal of humanity."

He suggested Black power as the
first objective, explaining that it could
be anything that helps Black "self-interesta."
Dellums said that the Black must
"understand who he is" and to know
his friends and enemies.
Propaganda is needed as the second
objective "to tell the story," he said.
He charged that "demagogic politicians and inept press allows people
in America to believe Black people are
to blame for the nation’s problems."
GAMES
Claiming that politicians haven’t
planned ahead in the past and they
aren’t now. Dellums said. "They are
only playing games when they talk
about law and order, as a means of suppressing people who want to exercise
political rights in this country."
He said that "operation propaganda"
would reveal to White America that
"Black people are not the problem in
America."

The third step, Dellums called "operation coalition," a "realistic appraisal
of problems that call for a broad movement of people."
FUNDAMENTAL
"The problems that affect Black
people are a fundamental microcosm
that affect the whole society," he said.
He warned, however, that coalitions
should never be formed between giants
and midgets.
"We Blacks have always been the
midget," he said, "and in the position
of weakness."
He said the final objective would be
"a move to change the institutions and
education of White people in this country who are also exploited, but don’t
realize or understand the forces moving
to achieve major changes."
In this move, Dellums said that only
those who have a cause and who have
a plan to change things for themselves should be trusted,

support three poet* rvading, here on
campus. Actually, the readers will get
5200 each with the extra $100 going to
publicity.
Treasurer Dave Anderson, in his last
report, announced that there was $22,246 left in the Associated Students
general fund for the semester.
MORE MONEY
The council sidetracked Anderson’s
recommendation, and the recommendation of the Special Allocations Committee and voted not to charge admission to the Mexican -American play to
be staged here on campus during Chicano Cultural Week. They also allocated $1,000 to pay for a Fresno
professional group to conic and do the
play.
Bruce Wallisch, election board chairman, asked council for $30 so that he
could have more ballots printed for today’s sling. Wallisch predicted that if
yesterday’s trend continues today,
there will be an 8200 vote turnout in
the election. It was passed. Part of the
$30 will also go to pay for a dinner
the election board will have after ballots are counted tonight.
Winter Carnival was given a $1900
underwriting by the council last night.
Larry Lundbert, council member and a
member of the Winter Carnival Committee. explained that the money will
go toward publicity, printing of tickets
and various other necessities in planning the carnival.
CASH REFUSED!
Instead of having the carnival at
Heavenly Valley, where it has been
held for the past few years, Squaw
Valley has been tentatively picked
because of its substantially lower bid.
The council voted also to make no
allocation for Sparta Week, which is
going on right now. Originally, Anderson asked for $300 for Sparta Week,
including $100 for a bonfire after Saturday’s game, $100 for insurance to
cover the bonfire and $100 to give the
Sparta Week queen a crown and a
luncheon.
Several council members, both "conservative" and "liberal," pointed out
that student council monies should not
go "into the air and cause pollution."
The bonfire money was vetoed. $100
for a crown and food for the queen was
also denied.
Anderson quickly stated he would
take $100 out of executive funds to pay
for the queen’s crown and food, noting
that the girls have already gone
through the long and drawn-out processes of getting into today’s election.
Half an hour later, with paper flying
and voices raised above the normal
level of adult communication, yesterday’s meeting was adjourned.

Free Test Kits Available

Unknown Victims of Diabetes Sought
By TERRY PENNEL
Daily Staff Writer
For about 200 SJS students, the next
three days could be a crucial period in
their lives.
Nov. 16-22 has been designated as National Diabetes Week and it is estimated that eight of every 1000 people
in the United States are unknowing victims of diabetes, a condition in which
the body can’t make use of certain
foods, particularly sugars and fats.
According to Wallace Pond, president of the Northern California Pharmaceutical Association, there are some
2,600,000 known diabetics in the U.S.
and an additional 1,600,000 that are
people who don’t know they
hidden
have the disease.
A concerted campaign to find hidden
diabetics and direct them to possibly
life-saving medical attention is being
conducted by the Diabetes Associations
of Not them California by making free
diabetes test kits available to the public through local pharmacies.
In a similar campaign conducted in
August and September, 64 persons suffering from diabetes who did not know
it were discovered.
While diabetes is more common
among overweight people past 45 years
of age and among people who have a
history of the disease in their families,

it can develop at any time and age of
life.
Dennis Lange, 24 -year-old recreation major, learned he was diabetic 15
years ago.
If he were to seriously neglect his
condition, the risk of coronary disease,
hardening of the arteries, cerebral
hemorrhage, kidney disease, failing eyesight, gangrene and diabetic coma
would be greatly increased.
Unattended, it can he fatal and now
the nation’s
ranks eighth among
causes of death and third in the causes
of blindness.
Lange once went into a mild coma
in 1961. "My parents and doctor were
unable to wake me up for nearly two
hours," he said.
REACTIONS
Lange has also suffered several reactions stemming from the disorder.
"There are two kinds of reactions,"
he explained. "When there is too much
sugar in the blood, a diabetic may suffer an insulin reaction during which
he becomes. extremely sluggish and
tired. Ile can go into a coma within
two days depending on his particular
muscle structure and body chemistry."
A sugar reaction comes from a lack
of sugar in the blood. "A person may
become incoherent, drunk -like and nervous as a result," he stated. "Imbal-

ance of exercise and diet is often a
main cause of the sugar reaction."
Diabetics are more susceptible to infection than non -diabetics. "Every little
scratch leaves a scar," Lange explained. "They heal much slower and
it isn’t really known why as yet."
"Adolescent diabetics are also abnormally prone to contracting ulcers."
Lange has had an ulcer for a number
of years.
Once detected and treated however,
the dlsolder can be controlled and interferes very little with normal life and
activity. Lange maintains there is a
widespread misconception on this point.
"People don’t understand what diabetes is all about. They think you’re
going to have a reaction all the time
and this carries over into certain forms
of job discrimination," he noted. "Diabetics can do anything anyone else can
do if he stays on his diet and balances
it with proper amount of exercise."
Lange gave his (list insulin shot when
he was nine as a direct result of some
masterful child psychology.
"When I first went into the hospital," he recalled, "the doctor left the
syringe on the table by my bed and
said he would he back in a minute. I
got tired of looking at it when he didn’t
come hack, so I picked it up and gave
myself the shot."

"No one else has ever given me a shot.
It doesn’t hurt when I do it," he said
Lange has been lucky on a number
of

counts.

His father, who is currently working
with out -patients in internal medicine
at the University of California Hospital, became interested in diabetes when
he learned Dennis had contraeted it
and was able to help him understand
the disease,
GOOD ADVICE
Lange’s it it or is also diabetic and is
able to advise him on proper dieting,
means of exercise or any other problems that might arise.
But the main thing that helped Lange
was early diagnosis and subsequent
treatment. That’s what the National
Dialvtes Week is all about.
The "test kits" take just a few minutes at home and the test tape can
then be mailed in an enclosed, self-addressed envelope in the kits to the San
Francisco Diabetes Assoviat ion.
Pcoldc of all ages fire urged to ask
their ;that macists about the free diabetes "test kits" and to look for the
Northern California Pharmaceutical
Association emblem on the pharmacy
door or window.
It may be worth your tinkt.

,

DENNIS LANGE ... two insulin shots a day.
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Editor’s Notes

11 ill it really be just a ease of Black
against 1Vhite ill 11111:1
CXCelltiN o.

No Time for Apathy
kritiwn as your last
Today ( it
chance to take a swat at your unfavorite politician) is not a day for apathy.
In theory-. no day is. but election (lay
vote (looms have seldom failed to illustrate that 811 per rent of the eligible
voters on this campus are totally apathetic and prtiml of it.
However. we hopefully are in for a
change. Gigantic rifts hame politically
polarized sentiment toward the A.S.
executive slates. and early signature
list omnts indicate this fart or will contribute to the heaviest balloting in SJS
history.
If fear from both ends of the political spectrum of taketts er by undesirables ( relatively speaking) is what it
takes. great! Ftifortunately. this intimates that SJS never had this healthy
atmosphere before. and is in danger of
never has ing it again.

(Inc way to insure against our return
to the big "stun cares" is to set a precedent this time. Go vote.
*
*
*
Though there is es idence that SJS
students have stirred from hibernation.
of them rea considerable pore
semble grizzly bears stumbling sleepily
over a cliff rather than into the emitfortable forest.
Tuesday’s presidential candidate debate witnessed this c
4Iy in the form
of prolific mudslinging It is one thing
to point out discrepancies in thought patterns or to take exception to a politician’s ideology. But lacking in maturity and unexcusable are public. childish "expose" or dogged haranguing
on rharacteristics of either candidate.
Whether true or not, they could in
the end have no effect on his performance as an .A.S. executivea servant
for the benefit of the students. J.B.

The Sound of Marching Effete

Staff Comment

Aviation Ready for Moon?
By DALE SMILEY
It’s hard to believe that vie are actually
moon. Sure it’s happentd before. but the feat is awe-inspiring n 00000 theless.
Perhaps uhat makes the whole thing
seem
ille0111144% able to me is my past
personal experience in as
- not on
the tee! al end, bv any means. but as a
passenger on commercial airlines.
My most memorable flight was sateduled to be a three-legged sojourn from
Riverside. I no home town( to Los Angeles
International
rport to Monterey. My
sole intent’
was to attend the fall, 1967.
California Junior Collige Student GovernMeld \
illrl I t :JCSt:A I conference as
a npn,-.otidie.
Riverside City Colfr
lege. Th. 3711-mih junket took 12 hours.
Well. its not nally fair to say that the
flight itself took 12 limos. but certain unforeseen ultla%s stretyled the affair into
the proporr s of a marathon.
I knew that it would be a weird day
as soon as 1 ntissed the helicopter from
Riverside to 1 1.. due to a mix-up of sorts.
The dots moult travel agent sent Inc. quite
by accident, to the ttttttricipal airport to
catch a yommuter jet to Internatikin al, Unfortunately. no midi transport existed.
It was a simple. error on the part of the
agent, but nuaidime, the chopper I was
supposed to he on had taken off front the
heliport on the other side of town.
My hopes were temporarily re-kindled
when
dean of students, via his
shiny T-hird, zoomed me tlu 70 miles to
L.A. in revord time. We arrived within
three ’Muffle. of my aircraft’s departure
for point, North.
That was fine, except that it would have
tvreti taken John Carlos longer than three
sprint from the information
desk inside the entrain... to the passenger
gate. And I haul two suitcases awl a looseleaf I hr in haul vrith me.
In what I’ll inacenrately term a brainstorm. 1 Ingge.1 the ticket agent at the
desk to call the pilot and have him hold
the jet. The agent assured MI‘ that he
would do as I asked, providing I could
make it to the runway in less than five
le,.
"G0011 enough." I screamed, racing
I hrough ihe crowd as best I could, juggling the suitcases and almost losing my
notebook.
Panting as I reached the passenger boarding area and seeing that the field attendants :dryad% %en. pulling the steps away
from the door of the jet, I did the only
rati tttt al thing possible - I threw my
ticket at the passage steward and bellowed ttttt
like. "I’m Smiley, and
that% ni% plane!"
The steward mumbled something in return and then signalled someone on the
field who apparentlt derided that I exalt.
imhenl. Smile% and that that was, most
assureillt. tot plane.
My cemposure somewhat regained. I
ly across the runway, obstrode victor’
livious to the fact that the tremendous
the jers engines had
gush of oind f
sending men to the

Guest Room

’Progress Destroying Nature
By DAVID PALMER
C00814
Does anyone here ever think where we of
San Jose State are going or does everyone
here think where he is going? Can we even
know where we are going if we don’t know
where we are? I mean do you really know
what’s happening? Isn’t it true that the
only things we know for sure are those

Thrust and Parry

Police Not
’Apathetic’
Editnr:
It seems

to me Miss Randall (Spartan
Daily, Nov. 17i doesn’t know certain people
well enough to talk to, just well enough to
talk about. I am a San Jose police officer, as
well as a full-time student, and I don’t know
any other officer who doesn’t admit we need
to "clean up our own backyard." The good
officers have been saying it for years and
have been trying to do something about it.
But what does Miss Randall know? Of course,
Miss Randall has never worked as a law officer. but all the same she comes out with a
very broad generalization. I am not saying
she is wrong- there are some apathetic officers and it up to the police to correct this.
But the manner in which she proves her point
is both wrong and unfair.
Her facts are of one isolated instance, Period. And because her friend did not get any
action to her satisfaction, Miss Randall takes
this incident and proceeds to build an air-tight
case against the San Jose Police Department.
Could it he possible with all the massive phone
lines into the city, that one to the police department could get fouled up? As for your
problem, why didn’t you call us, Miss Randall?
Are you so apathetic that the "0" on the
telephone stands for the last lettet in **Zero"
instead of the first letter in "Opportunity?"
Do you know what happens when someone
cans in with just such a complaint as yours?
Within seconds units will cover the area looking for whatever or whoever you describe. All
we ask for is a little help. Tell us about it,
but tell us now. Not five hours later to an off
duty officer who is in no position to do anything as the guy may be in the next city
molesting "a child or invalid." For your delay,
Miss Randall, the guilt of letting this man go
is on you, not the police.
As a conclusion, I want Miss Randall be
come to the police department, as many interested citizens do, and see just what does go
on, Spend an eight -hour shift with an officer,
Miss Randall. No, there is no way I can stop
you from thinking that for your benefit a
show of more concern than usual will prevail.
You’ll just have to take my word for it. And
who am I? Just another individual, Miss Ran-

dall. an individual who does care!
M. Otereoran
£1170

L)12

things that are happening to us personally.
Beyond that all we have is a deluge of
thoughts that flow f
papers and pro’
grants, from politicians and teachers, and
front pan-Ills and preachers until the brain
doesn’t know what to believe_ doesn’t even
know what is real. Are all the things we
read and hear realities or are they merely
mental concepts that we accept or reject
as truth?
If there is going to be any stability, any
hope, for our generation it’s going to have
to be tied to some basic understanding. We
must believe in something if we are to
save the earth from nuclear holocaust, war,
pollution or whatever. What can we believe in? Can we believe in progress? No!
For thousands of years man has tried to
progress, but what has he (lone that has
been g I for the bethnuent of mankind.
He has built cities that have destroyed the
land, he has established religions that have
caused wars and robbed the poor, he has
made nation states that have crumbled in
their own corruption, and he has done
much worse.
111W. Illall 1/011111I’S
very water he
drinks, he blackens the sky, and is putting
up highways and cities so quickly that in
another I
fired years there will be not
forests, no beaches. no trees, no plants. only
a gray concrete slab
ler a black sky next
to a sewer ocean. There will be no man, he
will have died (ff. What is this hangup
with progress (capitalism? What can it
possibly get us? Through progress we chop
down the trees, desecrate tIte earth. steal
the minerals, ruin the water, wreck the
sky and make a lot of noise. Through progress we are destroying the only thing of
value that exists, the earth. What can we
buy if we destroy everything of worth?
We shall never survive until we realize
that we cannot conquer nature, because if
we do we conquer ourselves. Progress is
destroying nature. It leaves us with nothing
but mom- problems.
What do I suggest? I say stop. Don’t
build another ear, or another road, or another house. Sat,’
earth and the sky.
We’ll have to stop sometime. so why not
now? We must stop completely and realize
what we are doing. If we don’t stop completely there is no hope. We will bury ourselves in our own garbage.
Mllst learn that there is no such thing
as progress. Wy must stop trying to yummier the earth. Instead or must learn to
accept it and to love it and to cherish it.
We are no better than the trees and rocks,
lakes and streams. We are all together as
one in the universe and if we destroy the
others we destroy ourselves.

blown half of the papers out of tely binder
and all over Los Angeles.
Exhauste(11%. I scurried up the steps
which had !Well put back there just for
me! 1 and into the cabin.
"Your ticket phase, sir." requested the
stewardess, with a glued-on smile.
"What? That guy took it!" 1 replied,
pointing vaguely toward the terminal.
"I’m sorry, sir." she countered, with no
change of expression, "but I’ll have to ask
you to de-plane."
"But, you don’t understand," I pleaded
in vain.
sorry, sir," the stewardess reiterated, looking very much as I would expect
a telephone operator to look in person.
Beginning to sense doom, I trudged hack
down the steps and into the terminal.
There, the steward who bad my ticket informed me that. in all probability, I could
catch another plane to Montereyin about
six hours!
Some time later, still in the sante chair,
I awoke front what had seemed to be the
kind of nightmare that one has after eating
pizza topped with melted marshmallow
and washing it down with a mug of beer.
At any rate, it was nearing "official boarding time," SO I moved warily toward the
gate again.
Once airborne, my spirits lifted considerably Int) pun intended). At last I was
on my way. Wheeee!
The flight was relatively flawless until
the man sitting next to me by the window
staled point blank. "Why, look, our wing
is a sheet of flanu!"
Obviously. the guy thought it was a
scream, so lie didn’t speak to me after I
frowned at his joke and asked the stewardess for a tranquilizer.
The next thing I heard was no surprise to
me at that point. It was the pilot, over
Iii,’ intercom, saying, "Folks, due to a plane
crash on the runway of Monterey Airport,
we’ll be forced to land in San Jose. Provisions are being made ihtere to transport
you back to Monterey."
"Great," I grumbled.
"Is something wrong, sir," smiled a stewardess who was standing nearby.
"I said, ’great,’" I answered.. "I’ve never
been to San Jose."
When we landed, it was raining and the
agent inside the building told us to "hang
loose" until the bus arrived to take us to
Monterey. tie didn’t mention that that
would be an hour and 10 minutes.
I was hanging so loose by then that I
was practically delirious. Aboard the bus.
a gray-haired lady sitting behind me com
plicated my condition by continually
shrieking at the driver, "Slow down. We’ll
all be killed!"
Finally, I reached my original destina
and was cheerfully greeted hy friends
neighboring home colleges who had
f
gotten to Monterey hours earlier by car.
Well. that was my 12-hour ordeal. And
now we’re sending men to the moon. But.
I’m not certain which events should be recorded for posterity.

OE will it be a liberal verso. moderate,
opting to use political labels?
Ptrhaps tuither is the true situation.
This presidential elect*
will be a wk.tion, it mandate from the people the tlcitorateof ideologies and nuthouls.
For the second thne ill a row, SJS students vvill have a ,’hear cut choice for their
representatives of iuleaL. icleas. I’his will
not be like past natiumal presidtntial elections where both sides %sere the same and
rat and Republican
labels such as De
meant less than the candidates theinstIves.
SJS students voted in a runThe last r
petit’
was betvveen
off conhst. the (
past A.S. Presi(hnt Dick Miner and Delta
Sigma Phi’s John Graham.
WilS the last timt
In that ele(lion. N% II
we elected a pn-ident. it was a lilutral
against a conservative, also fewer than WO
votes separating them.
Miner was it! ,a‘l’ I place as Edwards is
now, since the hitter’, 32 per cent was 5-1
tallies less than NII-NlaArns’ 33 per cent.
111iner won that ele’c’t’ . It was a choice
by those voting as to a preferemu of directions and mouths operandi of student
government.
However, hit is is a new elect’ , new
people. new issues and most importantly.
a new: vote.
But the tImice is still the same: should
we have a liberal or inothrate approach
to student politics.
The decision is not lacking ill importance
as the apathetic majority may belitve. ’flu’
president will have his appointive powtrs
and methods of persuasion over the budget-allocating and law-making Student
council.
The vice president will succeed the top
man if needed, as did Bill 1,angan when
Miner resigned (arlitr this stmester. The
V.P. will also lead Student Council.
The treasurer will have influence over
special allotations (those items not budgeted) and will be the influencing factor
when the tuw budget is drawn. All will
serve in various other gover lllll ental eaparities ( i.e., Spartan Shops, College Union Board of Governors. c(cmmittees).
So, students should not make their choice
on the merits or demerits of the prtsidential candidates, alone, as each vote will
be for the whole thket, all threts men. all
three positions.
The choice sl ld be determined by the
goals, issues and (xperience of each matt
weighed against those of his respective opponent.
Also, each man’s abilities to do his job
should be weighed.
Is James Edwards or Jim McMasters better suited to aim this student government
and ailn ster it?
Is John Merz or Steve Brennan better
able to lead and control Stuilint C
Is Tim Fitzgerald or Frank Daher the
better man with the purse strings?
Who can do the best jolt in each position
should be the final deter lll i l ring factor of
the electorate. That slate with the majority
of the best men should get the vote.
If the electorate does not know earl]
man’s abilities, it should not vote until it
a
not fr
finds out who is the hest
friend. but from the eandidates as they.
pass mit literature’ and from their literature. Then vote for the logical el .e.
That choice is yours.
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Hunter Analyzes Red China
Its

It.

f t:
its

ItNEK
,laft Writer

Neale Hunter in
Icese the
cover of mystery that shrouds
Red China yesterday

when

he

spoke tu several SJS students in

his day -long visit on campus.
Hunter. who with his wife
spent 1965-66 in Shanghai teaching at the Foreign Language Institute, saw the cultural revolution whip through Shanghai until
the Red Guard, which included

many of his students, took anti
the city.
Hunter. an Australian, spoke
to three classes and a litnehrm
The events were open to all SJS
st udents.
Americans "get some funny

by Chu,k Shaw"-,

TONIGHT!
2 FOR 1

CORRAL CLUB
-.
NEx
********* ****Cor******_

Inge blossom
diamond ring.

RED CHINA OBSERVERNeale Hunter has an attentive audience as he relates his experiences as a teachex in Red China
during the cultural revolution in 1965-66.

Siegel Gets Court’s Acquittal
Dan Siegel, elected president
of U.C. Berkeley’s Associated
Students, was acquitted late
Tuesday night of a charge of
inciting to riot, incurred during
the People’s Park controversy
May 15.
On that day the People’s Park,
a bit of university land which
students and street people had
dirt lot to a
converted from
park, was taken and fenced by
the order of the university and
then patrolled by police.
Following a rally of students
and street people on the campus.
Siegel was charged with exhorting them to retake the park. He
was charged with a misdemeanor
of inciting to riot and placed on
disciplinary probation by uni-

a

versity authorities.
Under the terms of this probation, Siegel could not hold ;imposition of leadership on ufunpits,
though many students still treognize his as president, according
to the Daily Californian. ciunpus
newspaper.
Because of this, there has been
a danger that the administration
would consider him in violation of
his probation and throw him out
of school.
Now that he has been aequitted of the eh tree, the university’s Academie Senate may
throw out the disciplinary probation, and may further uete to
reinstate him as presidum i th
Associated Students, aef.
campus reports.
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GUITARS

GUITARS

GUITARS

BUY OR RENT TO OWN
Starting from $155.00

Moyer litoic

To the girl who knows what she
wants but not where to find it.
Match your style with our
many distinctive designs. And
ask us about our famous
Orange Blossom guarantee.
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tiond thittk you’re necessarily 1
litti ma,
’t’he
prvi..:atali/ett.
ing
fti,ial Ameritan sources t lsas.
sbir.t, out rather than putta
thin ts in."
He said that in the two years
he and Mrs. Hunter were in
China, the nun yr heard a Chinese
the American people.
etitictio
They reserved their resentment
fin the government. the military
and big bietness. he explained.
Hunter theorixsl that the cultural revolution had !collie spontaneity. jut "the students were
alsa manipttatel to a degree."
He speettlated that Mats TseTung htd test power in the Corn untwist Party’s Control Committee in the e
19110%. iw3ba lily
hee.luse if the failure of the
vaunted Grum Leap FO:wartl. As
mats loos fiver the bureaucratic st tr.: are of the party. Mao
prerared f, :r the inevitable showdown hr. r,IISsithi.titint.! power in
the a its
’ ’
!
!hi? Red
Gear I .11
a
"Bell
wnr huildaig toward th.i !.I five years," Hunter
said. ’cm struggle tock the form
of the eult oral re-olutitm.
limiter said that China today
lw a p irtneris la ish:,hly
shi;: at students. Hire:fuer:us and
Iii- fumy. :in I
hat the latter
mor, th
anxone from
the cultural re
ri
Hunter’s prt- ’’un ii..1sled
slit. - primal ax of
a shaving
lita in a (’hits’ commune and in
our fife was in the
Mrined. "We only
t Move communes
.s
w were these."
II -s tid about 80 per rent of
the Chinese people are farm
peasants living in scattered villages.
Ifunter’s talk kt.":1.4 sponsored by
the Experimental College and the
Campus

Christian

originally
. s!i.

1

Center.
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This will be the first of a series
of guest speakers addressing a
graduate seminar in epistemology. The seminar deals mainly
with therapeutic aspects of existentialism.
Further lecturers will develop
the subject of existential psychotherapy through the semester.
The next speaker, on Dec. 11, will
be Richard Sutherland, psychiatrist and author of "Protest."
The seminar is open to all individuals with backgrounds or experience in philosophy, psychology, or psychiatry. Students interested in participating in the
seminar should contact Dr. Peter
Koestenbaum of the Philosophy
Department,

Election Results
to the minute election coverage results will be broadcast
live from election central by the
staff of the Radio-Television
News Center Ft rre I beginning
at R tonight on KSJS. 90.7 FM.

Fri..

NON.

21

444
E. WILLIAM
San Jose

84 E. San Fernando
298-5404

JEWELERS

5161 Stevens
248-9858

Kegler Clinic Continues;
Panko Instructs Class
bowled eleven :SE gana
will instruct the class. Information is
available at the desk in the
;irea of the (*tillege Union.

A bowling clinic for intermediate howlers will be held every
Friday morning through December from 9:30-11:30 at the Cullege Union bowling lanes. Minimum requirement fin. participants :
is art average score of 140 for
women ant 160 fig’ men.
Joe Panic. :in 5.15 student and
professional
Is is 1,1
who has I

games

EUROPE
East., & Summer

Xmas

5230-295 r.f. front West Coast
Atailable flights from

N.Y. Flights

within Europe Israel, 6 the Orient
For information contact. 34541.25

ESE P POI Woodside. Redwood City

E.S.E.P. SJSC members only
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Open Tonight
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Nights
Mon5af thre
Thursday
All Day Saterael
Parking

Until 9:00 P.M.

Veltr2 9.1(
330 5.10th

286-0930
SAN JOSE

ARTIST

M:ATEHIALS

T.G.I.F. Party Tomorrow Night
9:00 P.M. Holiday Inn San Jose
Tun Banda

*Dress:

Coat

- Rork and Slim! Ibtor Prinen!

and

Tie

Unniarried 21-35

1.D.’5 checked
You don’t have to be a member to come

Grand Opening of the
San ."o’.3.e 4ever on Friday Club

Sat.. Nov. 22

Two Locations To Serve You

14460 Big Basin Way
Saratoga 867-3117

SPARTAN DAILY-4

One of Bay Area’s Top 10 Bands

Guitar lessons are
also available for
your convenience.

and

Dr. James 3ugental, one of the
top five U.S. psychotherapists,
will speak tonight on "Existential
Psychotherapy."
Tonight’s free lecture and discussion will be held at 7 p.m. in
S169. Any interested students are
welcome to attend.
Dr. Bugental is an international figure in pioneer sensitirity training and in psychotherapy
technique. He is currently at the
Stanford Research Institute anti
is founder of the American Asso(nation lot’ Humanistic Psychology. Dr. Bugental is also consultant in psychology, mental
health and human relations lot
various clinics:. He is author of
"The Search for Authenticity."
and editor of "The Challenge of
Humanistic Psychology."

1969

CLEVELAND
WRECKING
COMPANY

We have the largest
selection of guitars
and drums in town.

Price determined by size
quality

Existential
Therapist
To Lecture

20.

Tinosfiay, November

SPECIAL STUDENT PARTY ADMISSION
GUYS $1.50
GIRLS $1.00
(NORMALLY $2.50 ADMISSION)
BRING STUDENT I.D.
OR THIS COUPON
Never On
[Thridaye
’F
:44 Montgomffy St.,
’suite 663
San Francisco, Calif ,
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deft playing of both saxophone and clarinet
in Tuesday night’s SJS concert.

Cannonball Ad VERSATILE GENTLEMAN
derby had them rocking in the aisles with his

N

v

’Cannonball’ Explodes!
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ALMADEN
FASHION PLAZA
»14 ON THE MALL
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ACCOUNTING
SENIORS
in

auditing

income

taxescorporation

l’illIt’SdaV

JIFFY. LARRY AND
TOM TOM
Thursday
RIPPLE
Friday

THE DIXIELAINDERS
Saturday anti Sunday

cerned about proper use of welfare fundsmedi-

CHILDHOOD’S END

Do you enjoy

traveling? Hate to travel? . . .

1

Live Entertainment
Nightly

taxessales tuxesunemployment insurance? Con-

careuniversity and college monies?

$225

RICARDO’S
PIZZA
U

Interested

$195.

Zawinul."
Tie
Viennese-born,
conservatory-trained pianist was
honored by the playing of several
of his tunes, noted among them
The Country Preacher and Walk
Tall.
The rest of the members, Roy
McCurdy on drums, Walter Booker on bass, Nat Adtlerley on
cornet and Cannonball on saxophone, were each given their due.
Al one point, the drummer Roy
McCurdy was suddenly left alone
on the stage, but he kept the
audience spellbound with his
drumwork.
The second facet of the success
of the concert was the personality of Cannonball himself. He is
a true gentleman in every sense
of the word. As he gracefully
deferred to the talent surrounding him, Cannonball’s own talent
as a group coordinator and "personality man" shone through. He
is an articulate, poised man with
a good sense of timing and "what
an audience likes." That, combined with his talent on the saxophone, clarinet, and various other
instruments, accounts for much
of his success as a performer.
Another segment of the evening
that thrilled the more-than -capacity audience was Nat Adderley’s
adaptation of the blues. His vocal
wailing was, as brother Cannonball put it. "the articulation of
all the blues, all the t hoe."
Of course, the highlight was
the much awaited rendition of
Joe Zawinul’s ’Mercy. Mercy.
Mercy.’ As the first strains of
the famous tune hit the audience,
there was a eolleetive roar of
welcome.
.
_

CALIFORNIA
STATE
GOVERNMENT
NEEDS AUDITORS.

Monday
FACES

Oh’ JAZZ

218 WILLOW ST.
SAN JOSE
ORDERS TO GO
294-4009

SERVICE
is our business too.

State auditors find early responsibility in a wide variety of
professional auditing careers. Promotional opportunities are
excellent. To find out more about these openings, please go

$195.
To the girl who knows what she
wants but not where to find it.
Match your style with our
many distinctive designs. And
ask us about our famous
Orange Blossom guarantee.
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to your Placement Office and make an appointment with one
of the State representatives when they will be on campus
December 4, 1969. Our representatives are authorized to make
definite employment offers. All you have to do is to make an
interview appointment at your Placement Office but you
must do so now; because, if you wait until our people are
on campus, it may be too late to fit you into their schedule.

Contact Your Placement Office NOW4
for an Interview on December 4

For What It’s Worth
Ily WALT VOST
Fine Arts Editor
Today’s Subject : The Attack on TV News Cpverage
Television has become a scapegoat, a whipping boy, for all those
people afraid to face reality.
Spiro Agnew’s recent attack on TV news coverage is a case in
point. The Veep was terribly upset because network comment at; as
failed to applaud President Nixon’s "momentous" speech.
The commentators present, however, reflect the opinions of the
American public more than the Administration is willing to admit.
A couple thousand congratulatory telegrams sent to Nixon after
his speech) are hardly evidence of widespread national support.
Also, it stretches one’s credibility to hear that such men as Eric
Severeid, Huntley and Brinkley, and Walter Cronkite are slanting
the news like so many distasteful subversives.
AGNEW’S REMARKS
The stench of Agnews remarks has the same odor of Mayor Richard Daley’s claims that television distorted the occurrences at the
1968 Democratic convention. Daley, like so many others, was confronted with the truth and didn’t like what he saw. So what was his
reaction land Agnew’s and Nixon’s I? Television is lying and
distorting.
What television is doing is reflecting a picture of America and
the world as accurately as humanly possible. It may not be a crystalclear image, but what news media can make that claim?
To imply that television is leading some giant "conspiracy" against
Richard Nixon is to play the same paranoid games the John Birch
Society indulges in.
Rather than admit that TV news coverage is accurate, the Agnews
of America say TV is irresponsible. Rather than trying to solve
national problems these people say the problems exist only in the
network’s imagination.
NIXON’S SPEECH
We don’t have police brutality. Political conventions aren’t democratic. President Nixon’s Vietnam policy speech Wasn’t "the same
old thing." Television just makes it look that way. Isn’t this what
the Agnews are trying to say?
Combined with Senator Pastore’s "violence" ins cal i:;a1 i,Ins TV has
become a fine strawman for bitter
and disgruntled administrators.
Besides, it’s almost beyond belief to find people attacking TV for
being too outspoken. Net w,irk TV
it seems to, me, hopelessly
bland and non-eontrtwersial.
An interesting contrast to net is k news
,?Ell’s weeknight
p;
program ’Newsroom.’ Here’s a
th:lt ..4iVeti the opinions
of the reporter with the report.
,tesiph R.ussin. one member of
a recent issue
S Guide, "We’re often accused oi bias.
bereas commercial
cm,1 our
TV comes on with the image ;if
feelings. I think that a fairer Woy to
ii
Hi
’DENATURED’
Some of the "Nevcsroom" commentator have beards, king hair, and
black skin. They aren’t what ex-KQED l.a .I.i:t:. Day describes
j as "the usual denatured, one-dimensional figure.: .ho lead electronic
lives on TV."
Purportedly this N.wsroom" format is spreading to other cities,
I even Washington, D.C. If the Administrdjen can gct so threatening
over "denatured" newsmen, what
n
will happen when they tIll
their sets and see sonic iTa; ;
Black newsman tell Pt’s at,
Nixon what he can go do with
his foreign policy?

tx,llticians

paptatt

Mayhew Appears
In Recital Tonight
John Mayhew, former SJS Intl sic student, will present a piano
recital tonight at 8:15 at the
San Jose Woman’s Club auditor- j
hinl. 75 S. 11th St.
Included in the program will be ’
Bach’s ’Jesu, Joy of Man’s De- J
siring," Beethoven’s Sonata in
C minor, Op. 1:1 and Schumann’,
"Fantasiestueeke," Op. 12.
Tickets may be purchased II
the door prior to the concert
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FUNNY VOAE A GIRL...
ONCE A MONTH YOU FEEL LIKE A
We honor Master
Charge and First
National cards.

Sales Rentals

HUNTER’S

Phone 294-2091
71 E. San Fernando St.
8:30-5:30 daily & 9-4 Sat.

Milko AOC

You’re not as mini as usual? It’s only temporary,
you know. A monthly problem. But who cares when
you have that puffy, bloated, "Oh, I’m so fat feeling"?
TRENDAR, that’s who. TRENDAR’LL help keep you
slim as you are all month long. Its modern diuretic
(water-reducing) action controls temporary pre-menstrual weight gain. (That can be up to 7 pounds!) Start
taking TRENDAR 4 to 7days before that time. It’ll help
make you look better and feel better.

TRENOAR..ITMAKES YOU &LAO YOU& A GIRL!

Eighteen Seniors in College Grid Farewell
By KEVIN 1)01 ’LE

binsive

Deny spurts

.Macki ;vie.

Editor

Running backs Glenn Massengale and Frank Slatim head the
list of 18 seniors who will play
their last collegiate football game
Saturday’ at I 30 pm. at Srartan
Stadium against the University
of Pacific.
Massengale and Slaton, who
have been the mainstays on this
year’s team, were elected cu-cap-

coach

backfickt

to

Spartan
...Moro.

Mark
man

Daily
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for not

anti
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Iou
Air Fort* and SJS ma 31 Ic it,
1.5.,
General athnission is
The 8 p.m. contest represents
the first obstacle the Spartan
luxiters must hurdle to teach the
NCAA finals, Dec. 4-6 at Spit.
tan Stadium.
SJS. ii VieloricIlls. Will 1
the winner of Saturday’s I_ SF.
San Diego State game. The Dons
beat Chico St it, 7.0. Tuesday to
qualify for the
flu

tiorenberg,
Jim

Regional

being able to fit

ENGLE

M?.4AHAN

MASSENGALE

FISCHER

VOLMER

FAGUNDES

tains for the season by their
teammates in a team meeting
earlier in the week.
Other gridders bowing out include center John Abernathy.
guard Don McMahan, tight end
Mark Woods, guard Jay Fischer,
tackle Frank Fagundes, tackle
Phil Volmer.
Tackle Mike Wells, center
Mickey Wharton. running back
Mike Scrivner, tackle Larry Lester, linebacker Mike Flemons,
punter Jim Vernes, fullback
Frank Weirath, guard Jim Ferryman, tackle Paul Engle and defensive halfback Bruce Rosenberg.
Also taking part in their final
collegiate football game will be
SJS’ fine managers. Steve Totten
and Terry Gremore.
Very few people realize the
time and effort that these two
people put into a single football
season, but one who does is of-

soeeer

-- -,
.,

1

Fen, -

their pietures into troda3’s

ABERNATHY

I

II

apologizes

Bruer

Door’.

ember 25),

SJS-Air Force
Ducats 59 Cents

John

’These are two of the mast
trilling and vonscientious young
men I have been privileged to
meet through too-timid said Mack uric.
The defensive unit will lose
starters Ms-mons and Lester. but
will be the weakest hit ix.rtion
by graduat km.
The offensive tole, which will
receive valuable help from the

The

v

crtnf
Thursday, No

freshman team and possibly molt I.
if all goes well in the recruit in
months to come, will suffer tit,
greatest 10...s.
In Saturday’s starting lineup,
the Spartans will lose both starting tackles Volmer and Fagundes I. one starting guard I Ferrynutn I and two backups ’Fischer
and McMahan 1, center Wharton
and his substitute John Abernathy.
Halfback Slaton and tailback
Massengal. will he the other
offensive starters who will not
return next year.
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5 FREE COPIES
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FOREIGN
CAR
SERVICE
Foreign 4 :.irs are more Iron

ilrie
%hen they are
tutted for maximum output. Go we.’ on San Cados
to Lincoln
then left to
Garage Europa. The trip
houit tr ill he quicker.
to

volay

GARAGE
EUROPA
850 Lincoln ks (-tine

295-9082

Art Cleaners
WELLS

SCRIVNER

WHARTON

10% DISCOUNT
WITH ASB CARD
One Day Service
Sweaters & Cashmere Coats
Our Specialty
400 E. SANTA CLARA

"Work of Art"

293-4900

marraronnin

OPEN ’TIL MIONIGHT
(Eve -y n;gilt)

Professional Pharmacists
_Anthony 2). Campagna, Jr.,

MODERN1E

Owner

1G CO.

Second and Santa Clara Streets
San Jose

Phone 293-7500
LESTER

WEIRATH

FLEMONS

JAN’S TYPING SERVICE
LETTERS
RESUMES
STATISTICAL WORK
TERM PAPERS
FORMS
5027 Hyland Avenue
San Jose, California
259-6523

JAN WHEELER

STUDENT "RUSH" TICKETS
SAYE 52 EACH TICKET 15 MIN. BEFORE CURTAIN
"do not mist that SUPERMUSICAL"

-Clive Samos N.Y. Times

"an unqualified smash ... an incomparable evening"

VERNES

-Knickerbocker. SF. Chronicle

fiercely passionate ... overwhelming"
London Sunday Telegraph
. abiolutely first rate theater"
"run; don’t walk
Cracago Daily News
"magic...fire. .. power ... a great evening"
"brilliant. .

SPECIAL DISCOUNT
FACULTY
STUDENTS
ALUMNI
’off or

ASS card

MOVIE 8, STILL
* Cameras
* Supplies
* Projectors * Equipment
DEVELOPING - PRINTING

Can jo-le
Camera Chop
245 SOUTH FIRST
Prompt and Courteous Soroico

-Toronto Telegram

ROBERT
GUILLAUME

BETTY
RHODES

GEORGE
BALL

=VS fre.-elsAeLty
t

O4i ikt

ILLThy;

The international Smash slit Magical
TUFS -FAI AT 8 30PM/SAT AT7110 PM/SUN Al 38,13PSA
TICKFTS RCN 51 $6. BALC $5 $e. SUN M8T 56$ $S 54 8 $3
Al Geary and Merinos Boa OffiCes. and All TID-ncsouron BON Offices
By Mail at 809 Stiller Street, San FrancAco

MARINES MT7,721W

AT MASON
SPIHTOENIE

!IT ARRAN,i(Mi Ni WITS A (

T.

No Snow Yet. Here’s
2 Packages, Anyhow
Package #1- A $68.95 Value
Fischer Skis
Salomon Step -In Heel
Salomon Toe
Aluminum Poles
Safety StrapsAll For:
*

’499’
*

*

Package #2- A $75.95 Value
Swallow Skis w/uncond.
2 yr. guar.
Salomon Step-In Heel
Salomon S-40 Toe
Aluminum Poles
Safety StrapsAll For:

*

’599’
*

*

There are inan great litv’s at Heed’s in addition to
these two packages. We ha% e a full -wilier ski shop
like !lead.
equipment
featuring leading Milne
Lange. Bogner. Fi-rher. Nleister ansl Nlistitant. So. Beginner sir Expert. 1’411111’ andbit Its.

REED’S

SPORT SHOP
Il’l 111111 ROCK VF.
1.1111\1..!

C./ A 91 Center

You’ll find a future
at PNico-Ford
Your future will be as bold end as bright as your
Imagination and ambition make it.
Your future will be as challenging as your assignments...
and you might work on anything from satellites to
Communications systems, to microelectronics. to horns
entertainment or appliances. It’s your chance to be
as good as you want lobe. You will build an
experience bank that will prepare you for many opportunities.
Your future begins by meeting our representatim
when they visit your campus. Or. write to
College Relations. Pimco.Ford corporation.
C & Tioga Streets. Philadelphia, Pa. 19134
11411LCOFORD WILL BE HERE ON
Thursday, Friday, December 4 & 5, 1969

P HIL C

illea)

The Better Idea People In
An Equal Opportonit9

your Future

Employer

Thursday !In\ ember

11-111111111TAN DAILY

3’ XEROX

Spartaguide

mpies
Ic

101) 1’

per

extra copy

7 colors of

Error

slinipms er Administration Club.
Gird.% City flotbrau at
"trifler of Post
and Market
Stivets. Guest speaker, W. B.
perS4,nnt.1
director of
,:-r!1,..,1
Research Institute.
l’crsonnel and Profession-

paper

MHO Foundation ’Jewish stus
L.:mm.1.mm Room,
.
in . I.aiscussion pickledIk dancing to follow
Itrinsdpals of lininanity, 7 to 9
I I GIS. Guest speaker, to
The Individual and His
I t I 1.11Ship
to a Meaningful
Life."
ottel Flight, 7 p.m., Almaden
College Union.
riity ROTC, 7 p.m., an enrich..cheelnled. Guest
’ : r.trant

Free

Typing Service

GNOMON
COPY SERVICE
E. San Carlos St.

484

San Jose - 287-7550

SKI
SALES

SERVICE

RENTALS

tr

1

AMERICARD
1._BAN
7.06/,,

master charge

FISHER

20.1989

NORDICA

SALOMON

KASTI-E

HART

1

MARKER

It \IlIilt;

GRAN PRIX

MEISTER

MI 1,11

’1111111211:111112110=108111ER

COMPLETE
MEAL ONLY 49’
BIG BARNEY

speaker will speak in ED100. "Soviet -Peking Relationships and Implications of Foreign Policy" will
be the topic
IndutrIal Technology Society.
7 p iii
’:ii’ifir’,t Room, College
Union. Guest speaker, Donald
Grant.
’Japanese and American Students Organization, 5:30 to 7
p.m., Calaveras Room, College
Union.
Beta Alpha Psi, 7:30 p.m., LN
631. Guest speaker, Ray Combs,
will talk on ’The Impact of Cornputer Technology on Public Accounting." Nominations of offi
eers are also scheduled.

Share Your Dirt:
Wash That Car!
17.1 you 55 till to licip oil a little
with Operation Share? All you
need is a dirty car and a few
minutes of your time this Saturday.
The members of Operation
Share will be holding a car wash
on Saturday. Nov. 22. from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. at Carl’s Shell
Station on 11th and Santa Clara
streets. Both the "Share" students from SJS and the children
they tutor will be on hand to
wash cars.
The proceeds from the car
wash will be used to buy educational games and supplies for
"Share" projects, and for
Christmas party to be held on
December 12.
Those "Share" members planning to participate in the cal
wash are tasked to bring stipida.,
with which to work, anti thcir
tutees.

Post-Game Party
Fetes S.IS Alumni

Tonight in U:-...Inhum

:
Dancer Offers Lessons I. NEW YORK
In Israeli Folk Dancing i LONDON
various benefits and other groups
the attractive young teacher will
be offering free lessons weekly
The lessons are offered through
Club. Interested stuthe
dents should attend tonight’s jAillel meeting in the Umunhunt
Room of the College Union at
8 p.m.
Further information is available from Miss I31ackfield at

If you really want to dance, try
Israeli folk dancing. "It’s amazing
how many people really like Isreali dancing," says freshman Sue
Illaekfield.
Miss Blackfield will be teaching Israeli dancing, free, to any
interested students. She is a semiprofessional dancer as well as
teacher with the "Young Judea
Dance Group" of the Bay Area.
In addition to performing for

294-2922.

ANNOUNCEMENTS II)
NON-PROFIT FLYING CLUB needs nu.
dents and licensed pilots. Four aircraft.
.0 membership fee & monthly dues.
257-7562 or 248-8484.
YOGA & MEDITATION. Tues. & Thurs.
eve. 7:30.9:30. 70 Hawthorne Way, S.J.
2E6.5487 - by Sri A. Alexandrou.
EUROPE JET FLIGHTS
(For students, faculty and staff only)
Los AngelesLondon. (P.ound-trip) toter.
29-June 16, II Weeks $255. June 15Sept. 22, 14 Weeks $295. June 21 -Aug.
21. 9 Weeks $295. July 5-Sept. 3, 8
Weeks $295. For application write or
LTS TRAVEL: 4246 Overland Ave.
ver C’., 90230. (4061 286.6929
COME TO A DIANETICS OPEN HOUSE
S0r.day. Nov. 23 at
Emta Clara. 3250 McKinley
_
, Ci iia I block off Stevens
,
W -ens a live unre,
!--f the revolution! 1.05 for removing
CHRISTMAS
YOUR
OWN
MAKE
and easels direct
CARDS.
Bob 287.1865.
,,. Call
,
THE GREAT RACE" Pnley Nov. 2
’/0 & 10:00 r
INDIA ASSOCIATION presents con,
PROFESSOR" in en!,
Nov. 23 at 2 p.m. in Morris
.
. Aud. Adrnission $1.50, members

MAIL TODAY FOR FREE FLIGHT INFORMATION
is
: Charter Flights
: 995 Markel St., San Francisco (341(13
, i4 Please mail me information for flight

TUTOR
-

*

2
*

-

2
*
1 it Sirtstar*****************************=7***********
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30A D
287-5t35

WANTED

APTS.

LOST AND FOUND (6)

nt3-.

I LOST:

TAN

LABRADOR

VOTE

4

TRANSPORTATION CH

-

-

-

e-/s

HAVE YOU LOST YOUR WAY TO THE

HOUSING 151
40,000 miles, per! radio. Must Sell. COLLEGE COUPLES WELCOMEi - 2
,
’ I
7--I
0 e
rec. rm.
’62 FORD GALAXIE. 390 engine, power ID min. from SaS. 2 bdrm. $135 Mgr.
286.3795,
torering end brakes. R/H. Good conditon $250/offer. 297.3583 weekday or FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED: To
eve.
share 2 bdrm. apt. with 3 other girls.
’63 BSA 650cc. Super Rocket $495 or Furn. $47.50/mo. 780 S. 11th. #19.
293-4277.
best offer. Call 297-8238.

JET CHARTERS for Ch.istmas to New
York & Europe, round trip. No fee. Call
Prof. David Maga at 293-1033.

PERSONALS 17/

4

Do’

-rdlt

Br,,

HATHA YOGA & MEDITATION. Tues.
& Thurs. eve. 7:30.9:30. 70 Hawthorne
Way, S.J. 286-5487. Sri A. Alexandrou
Remember the CLOTHES HORSE
BOUTIQUE has the clothes and accessories you need for every day and
special dates. Easy layaway plan. 242 S.
3rd between San Carlos & San Antonio.

To Place
an ad:

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office - J206

’65 CHEVELLE MALIBU SS, 327. 4 spd.
New glass tires & H.D. shocks, tech,
$1450. call Ken 293-9684,

FRIDAY

1HRU

1HURSDAY

AND (r)ATIJRDAY

10 A.M.-I I

o
)
z

4-r.. s-r in

9.t eon’,

s

Il

B-n’s-r

in ....)mall /111cl:uric t

till

nrill
0

’67 TRIUMPH 650es. Titan. New Paint,
Clutch. Rings. Excellent condition Super fast $750. 287-2018 or 295.9129.
’68 BMW 1600. White/Black interior,
AM/FM, Tech., New Tires, Entree. 24.000
mi. Meticulously cared for and in flawless cond. Must see. $2250. 378-9647
or 354.4754.

ads in this paper

7’"

s-r

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
Hi, We’re New

BIG BARNEY TRIO
BIG BARNEY, french foes. and 15c drink all Ter 19c with
this coupon. LIMIT ONE TRIO PER COUPON One carupws
per family at one time. Clip and present to the RED BARN
at 250 E. Santa Clara St.

for their
Dianiond
Rings
because:

FOR SALE Ill

they have shopped-and corn.
wed and have found that
Cerlyle’s prices are never higher and in mott instances. are
lower than prices elsewhere
for the same quality diamond.

ADDRESS
II: 1 5I’ll
e.)

JEWELER

Save 200. With ASB Card
HI

11 P

11 IN

I ifiFF DINNER

II!!!! Jill" 1:1WPON

535 Bryant Street
Downtown Palo Alto
323-2834
Shop Thursday Night

in handy order blank
Enclose cash or check.
Make check out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.

Send

’66 MGB - Powder blue, AM/FM, console. wire wheels, orig. tires, 24,000 mi.
Excellent Cond. $1,500 firm. Call 2457450 after 6 p.m.

NAME
rt1

TUES.-THURS.
9:30-10:30 - 2-4

1953 MGM. Excellent condition. Good
top and tires. Runs good. A steal at
$900. 287-2385.

III

P
0
l’

MON.-WED.-FRI.
11 - 1 - 1:30-3:30

SPRITE: New top and side curtains. Real
good body, paint, tires, interior and T.
cover. Runs good, 1959 asking $500 948-8375.

10 A.M.-I2 MIDNIGHT

Look for outgoof

LET US SHOWER YOUR CAR WITH
AFFECTION Astor’s Coin Autowash, 732
So. let -804 Lincoln Ave,

P.M.

U.S. SURPLUS: Field Jackets, Combat
Boots, Bell Bottom Pants, Pea Coats, &
Camping Supplies, HIPPIE FASHIONS:
Furs. Leather & Suede Jackets, Velvet
Goodies. Jack & Pat’s 3rd Hand Store,
375 E. Hedding St. between 8th & 9th,
Hours 11.6. Closed Mondays.

J 47
IF YOL.I CAN PUT UP WITH 215-TRAC1’IONS AND
CHATTER Al’ 0P2 HOLJI24 OF THE DAY AND NITE - r HAVE A
1?-00i/1 ’THAT FACES OUT ON TO THE EAST Wfri OF TYE GIRLTDOR;M!’

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
One day

3
4
5
6

lines
lines
fines
lines

Add this
amount for
each add i
tonal line

One day

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00
.50

Two days

0--2.50
3.00
3.50
.50

Three days

four days

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.40
2.00-3-.40
3.90

.50

0 Announounattb (I)
Automothi (2)

Fet UN (3)

0 Hop Wanted (4)
Housing (S)
0 Lott end Found (11)

Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465

No refunds on cancelled ads. Print your ad hare:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces tor each line)

.50

Five days

-2-.0--3.00
3.50
4.00
.50

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
9

IRONING
piece.
’ S. 5th St.
PERFECT MATCH call
52 296-3533.
TODAY MAY SAVE YOU

PA
YOUR
,

PUPPY

’59 SPRITE Rebuilt engine. trans.
Condition. !New Wiring. $:.,_

’59 PORSCHE CPE. 1600 S New engine,
clutch, trans, tires, interior, chrome
wheels, sil. w/black. $1800. 202 S. 11th.
295-9993. Ask for Terry Jeffords.
’66 IMPALA SPORTS Cpe. V-8 Red.
Black vinyl int. New carb., tune-up $1450.
377-4424 after 5:00.

SUNDAY

:
*
*

i NA (aindtreem

2 BDRki

HEATHERLEE AGENCY
..rr. .r

65 VW

nEn ranN’

*
*
*

EAR PIERCING - FAST - PAINwith purchase of Gold Earrings.
$7.50) Call for appointment. 297Evelyn’s. 40 S. 1st St, Downtown.

ANNOUNCER

CA4-011)

come to
Carlyle
Jewelers

*2*

- *
For Reservation Information Phone (415) 392-8513
*
*

WANT MALE ROOMMATES -- for fur- DAN - THETA CHI - THANK YOU
nished apt. 529 5. 10th #9. Drop by -CONNIE.
before 10:00 a.m, and after 9:00 p.m.
HAVE YOU VOTED TODAY/
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED: To
SERVICES
RECORDS AND TAPES. All current 45’s. share 2 bdrm. apt. Upper Div, preferred,
L.P.’s. cartridges, cassettes and reel to near rarer,. &58.33 rno 286 5212.
reel tapes for sale at a 40% discount. ROOMMATES for 3 bedroom 2 -ply.. STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast. AcSpecial order basis through a whole. Partly furnished apt. - Nonsmokers curate, Minor Editing. Mrs. Baster. Phone
saler. Order by Tues, pick up on Fri. c’ease. Call 379-3352 5-9 n.m.
244-6581.
8.track cartridges recorded. Advaece
room EXPERT TYPING SERVICE E. San Jos*
payment nct necessary. Ken - 1021 ROOMMATE WANTED to sea,
3 bedroom house. 585 S. 10th St. 258-4335 143 Bahama Way.
High Rise Dorrn._3=5 M -F, 287-3481,
292-1587.
- - --- RENT A TV OR STEREO: Free service.
$125
Binding.
Marker
SKIS. Kastle-200,
Free delivery in S.J. Cill
FEMALE UPPER DIV. ROOMMATE to No contract.
or Best Offer. Call 287-0379.
251.2598.
dare 2 bdrm, house with fireplace. Esche’s,
WOODLATHE, 12" swing, 4’ long
$47.50 ’ma. 460 S. I I th 297-3967 or EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Accurate, Fast.
Can Edit. 5 miles from campus. Mrs.
$29.95 new. Radial Drill Press, 32’ - come by.
Tilt-arbor
Ball-bearing.
298.4104.
Aslanian
$37.50 new. 8 ’
table saw with 1 h.p. motor - complete MEN: Graduate or upper division - AUTO INSURANCE as low as $86 per
for $60 new. 292.0409 or 1 blk. from singles - doubles - kashen privileges. year for married, good students. Also,
617 S. 6th Sr., San Jose.
campus at 60 E. San Fernando.
excellent savings for single man over 21.
"THE GREAT RACE" Friday Nov. 21 DORM ROOM AVAILABLE. Washburn Call George Campbell 244-9600.
Hall, Contact Shirleo Co peland EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC.
,
7:00 & 10:00 p.m.
--.- 295-9534
Master’s - Reports - Dissertations.
TYPEWRITER FOR SALE: SCM 220
,ell $190. Cll. FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share Marianne Tamberg. 1924 Harris Ave.
.
2 bdrm,. 2 bath apt. with 3 Otters. Call 371.0395. San Jose,
; pan. Ask for Bai.
Vacancy immediately following Xmas. JAN’S TYPING SERVICE - Resumes,
STEREO, AM,- FM Stereo receiver, de. 286-3481. 470 S. _
lIth St. #42.
loIters,tarm papers, statistical works
ai Pub e speakers, portable. &50. 294
TWO FURNISHED rooms for 2 quiet forms. 5027 Hyland Ave. S.J. 259-6523.
8384.
men. Pr vole bath & entrance. Kitchen- NATAL Horoscopes and Explanations
ette, yard, off-street parking. $72.50 computed from the minute you were
HELP WAN/ED 141
252.4170.
born in. David Pfeifle 287-1508.
NEED YOUR HOUSE CLEANED?
WANTED: Female roommate. Grad or
samNewspaper
$
MONEY
Call Laurie - 297.4773
NEED
r to share apt. with 2 others. $47/
ple program full time, part time. steady
-45 S. 9th St. 295-4696,
GUITAR INSTRUCTION: Classical, Folk.
wanted
immediately
work, 4 good men
I. 641 S. 6th or 297Blues. Barry P.
Age 18 to 29. $2 per hr. guarenteed DORM CONTRACT FOR SALE. lie. 9596 5.6 p.ro
plus bonus. No exp. needed. Earn whi’e
"THE GREAT RACE" Friday Nov. 21.
you learn. Transportation frn, Cell to
7:00 & 10:00 p.m.
dnv. Mr. Looney 292-6811.
TYPIN,_r MY HOME - near Westgate
FEMALE
SELL PEACE FLAGS
Electric Typewriter,
i’REE
LESS
(from
A22.

1

couples

:

ROUND TRIP

LV. DEC. 19 - RTN. JAN. 4
THESE FLIGHTS ARE OPEN TO STUDENTS FACULTY. STAFF,
EMPLOYEES AND THEIR IMMEDIATE FAMILY

Spartan Daily Classifieds

1967 HONDA

Pt you haven’t had a E
rn0 don’t know what yuu to
rang! Two delicious hamburger
patties, cheese. lettuce. pro,.
and our own special sauci
double.deck roll Try it will.
French Fries and a Coke today’
Regular Price 84c

2
:

$11 3 5 ,2
$249 ****

ROUND TRIP
LV.
DEC. 19- RTN. JAN. 3
i
*
IN. DEC. 20 - RTN. JAN. 4
*

1i
’ *

The San Jose State Alunoi.
GOOD THINGS -cme in small pare.
Association is planning a postFies
game alumni party Saturdrty.
. .
.
Nay.
23.
Red
6,
following the football game with
t __
University of the Pacific.
The party begins at 5 p.m. in VOTE! VOTE! VOTE! VOTE! VOTE!
the Hyatt lionso. San Jose
AUTOMOTIVE 121

French Fries & Coke

Jet Charter Flights

0 Personals (7)
t.Main(t)

Trinsporeilles (P)

Print Name

Fat

Address

Enclosed Is $
Phone

City

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, CALIF.
95114

Please

sliou 2

days

after pled ng

for ad to spear.

Days

